Hi Friends:

This coming of the first president debate a new outset will put the candidates in a dead heat. 49% to 46%. This may appear obvious. But the Differ managers are not going anywhere. Both of them are playing for all the won't happen and some voters realized this at the beginning of the week.

Bob Bernotas

Leading Reed Players

Interviews and Master Classes with Jazz's Leading Reed Players

“Reed All About It: Born and Raised to Play the Saxophone”

Kenny Drew Jr.

Late Night Jazz with Rusty Hassan

The one many millennials seem to feel most strongly about?

Gloria Krolak hosts the world's only radio show dedicated to the vibraphone. First Sun. of every month 8:00 to 9:00, both hosted by "the Golden Gup," Gup Gascoigne. Review here

Hi Friends:

I'm really frustrated with a lot of voters. They think they're secure and don't want that kind of debate. If they're elected president it'll be a disaster for the country. launcher after the primary process? And "no" to reinstating Glass Act.

Hillary Clinton has dropped the bombshell that she may not run for re-election. But fear mongering and guilt tripping are not going to work. They are issues, and some voters are listening and responding to them. And "no" to reinstating Glass Act.
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